
hOW to identify and deal with them

Why are they illegal

These items usually have a lot of NBT data, which is the stuff minecraft uses to save special
shit like enchants or what items are in a chest. If too many of these items are stored in a chunk,
it can overload the server and put whomever loads the chunk in a dc loop. Thats what we call a
chunkban

What is the punishment

It depends from case to case. If someone just has one lone item lying around, normal just
delete the item. If theres multiple items or its clear they brought them in themselves, 
a 14d ban might be in order. If theres a clear attempt at causing a chunkban or lagging the
server, that’s a permban



Types of illegal items

Items with impossible enchants

Your regular 32k’s, 127’s or anything that
cannot be made through books and an anvil.
The more enchants, the more nbt data.
Even items with very small but impossible
enchants like Fire aspect III should be deleted,
as to not set a precedent.

Weird ass potions

These are easy to identify, just
some potions that are clearly
not in the regular vanilla game.



Premade head boxes

These ones are quite common and not illegal in
the regular sense. The problem comes from the
fact that they bypass the head command
bought on the store, thus giving the player who
has them free heads. You can normally identify
them for the different font and a nether star,
but not all have them. It’s useful to remember
all heads gotten through the command have a
blue name.

Sneaky Illegals

some illegals you can tell straight away what they are, but
that is not always the case. Sometimes items have hidden
effects, and you’ll have to hold them to see it in action.
Some look normal but reveal themselves once you hover
your cursor over them. This is where having advanced tooltips
on really helps.



Things that kinda look
like illegals but aren’t

Josho made these 2, so we allow them too.

We usually allow items that cannot be obtained through creative, but can help in
building or are not harmful in any way. Those include Invisible item frames, special
armor stands, barrier blocks, command blocks, empty books, debug sticks, etc

There are HD and transparent heads that are brought in illegally, most famously 
obama heads. We allow those to stay, but bringing more in is not allowed as to
not set a precedent.


